
The Signs of the Times 

When it is evening, ye say, it will be fair weather; for the sky is red. And in the morning, it will be foul 
weather today: for the sky is red and lowering. O ye hypocrites, ye can discern the face of the sky; but 
ye cannot discern the signs of the times? (Matthew 16: 2-3). 

Ye know not what shall be on the morrow. (James 4: 14). 

With modern technology and satellite imagery, weather forecasting is getting more and more precise. 
Meteorologists can study the sky and figure out with remarkable precision what will soon happen. 
How, then, can we ignore the signs of the times, from all around the world, that this same technology 
puts right before our eyes: wars, rumours of wars, diseases and inexcusable moral decadence?  

In Western nations, relationships contrary to nature are now common occurrences. They abound in their 
cinema, advertising and even children's books. And some cartoons portray this corruption as normal. 
Any  opposition to such promotion is generally categorized as intolerant, homophobic or inexcusable 
hate speech. As much as we oppose any violence in words or deeds, nevertheless we need to be 
attentive to the severe condemnation that God declares concerning such things.  

We have no difficulty recognizing the rare exceptions of random genetic confusion. In this area, we 
support no thought of discrimination towards anyone for any reason. But between discrimination and 
actually promoting these ideas, there is room for sounding an alarm and a warning. Moral blindness 
alone explains this guilty and  willful ignorance. Even young children are being infected with what is 
contrary to their nature. Proposing to such innocent children, that the choice is left up to them to select 
which sex they prefer; or in which they would feel the most comfortable. All the while God Himself, 
from the very beginning, has determined us to be either male or female (Genesis 1:27). Some dare to 
advocate invading their young bodies to alter them while they are still in the process of understanding 
who they are and what they are. 

This text is an urgent call. Soon the impending judgments foretold in the Word of God will be poured 
out; this is only moments away. If this is news to you, these few lines may serve to awaken you. If you 
are among those confused by the conflicting signals abroad today, or about your own identity, please 
understand that God, who knows everything, can make His truth plain to you. God hath not given us 
the spirit of fear but of power, and of love and of a sound mind (2 Timothy 1: 7). The writer has nothing 
to fear in giving voice to what is true and clear to every sincere soul. The Lord Jesus is living and 
always ready to save anyone who realizes how helpless they are and pleads for mercy. Do so before it 
is too late. Whosoever shall call upon the name of the Lord shall be saved (Romans 10:13). 
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